Radio communication through attenuating media necessitates the use of very-low frequency (VLF) and ultra-low frequency (ULF) carrier bands, which are frequently used in underwater and underground communication applications. Quantum sensing techniques can be used to circumvent hard constraints on the size, weight and noise floor of classical signal transducers. In this low-frequency range, an optically pumped atomic sample can be used to detect carrier wave modulation resonant with ground-state Zeeman splitting of alkali atoms. Using a compact, self-calibrating system we demonstrate a resonant atomic transducer for digital data encoded using binary phase-and frequency-keying of resonant carrier waves in the 200 Hz -200 kHz range. We present field trial data showing sensor noise floor, decoded data and received bit error rate, and calculate the projected range of sub-sea communication using this device.
INTRODUCTION
Conductive attenuating media, such as seawater, present a longstanding challenge for wireless communication [1] . Radio communication in media of this type can be achieved using reduced carrier frequencies in the very-low (<30 kHz) and ultra-low (<3 kHz) frequency bands, exploiting reduced attenuation at lower frequencies. A wide range of activities rely on wireless communication through seawater, and the increasing use of autonomous underwater vessels makes underwater wireless networking desirable [2] . However, the high conductivity of seawater remains a serious challenge for radio communication [3] , and alternative technologies, such as acoustic or optical communication, are used. However, acoustic communication can suffer from low data rates and increased sensitivity to environmental noise, and optical communication can be of low range and reduced performance in turbid water.
Quantum sensing for communication has been shown to overcome classical constraints on the size and data capacity of signal transducers, based around the principle of resonantly coupling a digitally keyed signal to a quantum system. Recent examples include coupling superconducting qubits to a MHz-frequency resonator [4] , MHz-carrier phase-shift-keying (PSK) of a magnetoopto-mechanical cavity [5] , and reception of amplitudemodulated microwaves using thermal Rydberg atoms [6] , demonstrating quantum-enhanced data capacity beyond the classical Chu limit [7] .
Radio-frequency atomic magnetometry has been demonstrated with very high sensitivities in unshielded measurements [8, 9] , with applications ranging from material defect imaging [10] to nuclear quadrupole resonance detection [11] . By control of the local static field around an optically pumped sample, the Larmor frequency can be tuned to resonantly detect oscillating fields within a narrow bandwidth, excluding broadband environmental noise. Detection of the resulting atomic spin precession can be performed by measuring the optical rotation of transmitted laser radiation. High signal-to-noise can be achieved using probe laser detuning to maximise the optical rotation signal through non-linear magneto-optical rotation [12] , and homodyne detection of the oscillating signal. We exploit these techniques, and demonstrate a method for calibration of the oscillating signal amplitude to the detected power. Radio-frequency magnetometry can be further enhanced using selective detection of radio-frequency field polarisation [13] and avoidance of back-action through quantum non-demolition measurements [14] .
Previous studies have demonstrated a shielded zerofield atomic magnetometer receiving binary phase-shiftkeyed (BPSK) data with carrier frequencies in the range 30-210 Hz [15] . Atomic magnetometry offers two significant advantages over conventional antennae for lowfrequency reception: small atomic sensors can replace the large antenna size required for efficient ULF pickup; and the limiting noise sources, such as spin-projection and photonic shot noise, are white, unlike the 1/f noise floor imposed by a Johnson-noise limited inductive pickup. In this work we demonstrate a radio-frequency atomic magnetometer, using three-axis compensation to modify the Earth's field and achieve tunable resonant detection and decoding of the keyed carrier. Moreover, these measurements are carried out using portable mass-producible equipment outwith the laboratory.
DOUBLE-RESONANCE RF MAGNETOMETER
A compact portable M x magnetometer is used, as shown in Figure 1 The doubleresonance magnetometer comprises a polarisation-stable vertical cavity surface-emitting laser with integrated electrothermal feedback (VCSEL), a collimating lens (LENS), a micro-fabricated cell containing a thermal vapour of 133 Cs and approximately 480 torr N2 buffer gas, an internal RF modulation coil (INT) and a polarimeter comprising two polarising beam splitters (PBS), photodiodes (PD) and a differential trans-impedance amplifier (TIA). The double-resonance magnetometer is housed in a compact package of 75 cm 3 volume. External to this are three-axis static magnetic field coils (B0 COILS) surrounding the sensor and an external coil (EXT, not to scale). used to optically pump and probe a saturated thermal vapour of 133 Cs atoms contained in a microfabricated cell. The VCSEL is thermally stabilised using a thermistor and piezoelectric heater to emit light resonant with the 133 Cs D1 line (894.6 nm), which is collimated to form a beam of diameter 1.4 mm. The VCSEL diode current is provided by a stable DC supply and the VCSEL emits continuously with an output power of 390 µW. The microfabricated cell consists of a 2 mm thick silicon wafer, photo-lithographically etched to create a cavity of dimensions 5 x 5 x 2 mm and hermetically sealed by anodic bonding of two 0.5 mm thick glass plates on the front and rear surfaces [16] . A thermal vapour of 133 Cs and approximately 480 torr N 2 buffer gas are contained within the cell. The cell undergoes Ohmic heating to approximately 85 • C using a 300 kHz alternating heater current.
Optical pumping of a broad absorption feature, coupled with spin-exchange interactions in the caesium vapour, results in production of a range of ground-state polarisation moments. The VCSEL wavelength is thermally stabilised to maximise the observed amplitude of the first-order vector spin orientation. The precession of this spin orientation is detected by measurement of oscillating birefringence between circular components of the linearly polarised beam, generating polarisation rotation observed at the polarimeter. The polarisation axis of the VCSEL is fixed at 45 degrees relative to the analysis plane of the beam splitters, ensuring that, notwithstanding losses due to optical attenuation or alignment, the polarimeter is approximately balanced.
The evolution of spin orientation under the action of a static field B 0 and an oscillating field B RF can be well approximated by considering a total vector magnetisation moment M . Solving the equation of motioṅ
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio for the 133 Cs groundstate and Γ is the ground-state spin relaxation rate, assumed here to be constant and isotropic, yields an expression (2) for the observed signal phase vector detected at the polarimeter.
can fitted to demodulated magnetic resonance data, allowing the on-resonance amplitude (A) and phase (φ), the magnetic Rabi frequency (Ω = γB RF ) and detuning (∆f = f L − f RF ), and the ground-state spin relaxation rate Γ to be estimated. Figure 2 shows the measured in-phase (IP) and quadrature (Q) components of the polarimeter signal in response Figure 3 . A calculated value is also presented, based on the geometry of the internal modulation coil and alkali vapour cell, assuming a static magnetic field aligned at exactly 45 • to the light propagation axis.
Larmor to B RF applied to the internal modulation coil over a range of frequencies close to the local Larmor frequency. Fitting Equation 2 to these data allows estimation of the Larmor frequency, and hence the static field magnitude B 0 , and the magnetic Rabi frequency, and hence the oscillating field magnitude B RF . This RF frequency scan and fit procedure is software-controlled and can be performed automatically within 2 s. In order to tune the Larmor frequency to provide sensitivity to a desired range of RF field frequencies, a threeaxis set of software-controlled DC-current coils are used. An iterative calibration process allows full compensation of the geophysical field and B 0 to be set in the range 0.25 -85 µT at a user-defined orientation. For full details of B 0 calibration and control, see [17, 18] . The magnetometer sensitivity was optimised for static field orientation at an angle of 45 • to the laser propagation axis, and this orientation was used throughout the following measurements.
AC FIELD RESPONSE CALIBRATION
Only the component of the RF field which is orthogonal to the static field direction acts to drive the atomic spin precession. For this reason the sensor is calibrated with respect to the observed magnetic Rabi frequency after each adjustment of the static field. Magnetic scans of the type shown in Figure 2 were performed for a range of applied amplitudes on the internal modulation coil, and the resulting resonances fitted by Equation 2. The observed magnetic Rabi frequencies allow the amplitude of the detected RF field to be calibrated against the applied internal coil voltage ( Figure 3 ).
The measured magnetic amplitude resulting from applied voltage on the internal coil shows good linearity over the range of RF amplitudes used, is consistent over the range of Larmor frequencies applied, and is in general agreement with the calculated value for an idealised geometry of the coil, cell and static field. This indicates that the inductive load of the coil, which would reduce the response at high frequencies, is negligible for the frequencies used in this work, and that the control of static field orientation is sufficiently precise that the ideal 45 • Table II. angle to the light propagation axis can be achieved repeatably at varying static field magnitudes.
This calibration process requires that the other resonance parameters, such as the ground-state spin relaxation rate Γ, do not varying for the range of B RF used. Although spin-locking has been observed under increased B RF saturation [19] , the B RF magnitudes used here are small (γB RF << γB 0 , and spin-locking effects are not expected to give a Γ(B RF ) dependence.
Under the assumption that the atomic ground-state spin relaxation rate Γ is constant in the RF range considered, measurements of the type shown in Figure 3 allow the active amplitude of the RF field received by the atomic sensor to be calibrated for the variable geometry and frequency of each subsequent RF field measurement. The calibration procedure takes around 20 s and typically yields a statistical uncertainty of a few percent (see Table II ), which is the dominant source of uncertainty in the calibration of the internal coil. Systematic uncertainties in this calibration include the timing reference used for data acquisition (Keysight 33600A, timebase stability 2 ppm) and the known uncertainty of the gyromagnetic ratio for the 133 Cs F=4 ground-state (γ = 3.49862123(35) Hz/nT [20] ).
MEASURED AC FIELD RESPONSE
Using the static field control and RF response calibration detailed above, a tuned RF magnetic measurement can be made through observation of the polarimeter response around the Larmor frequency, controlled by Figure 3 and scaled using Equation 3 to account for reduced RF sensitivity off-resonance. Spectra are displayed for a 500 pT amplitude calibration field applied on the internal coil, an uncalibrated 50 mV amplitude field applied on the external coil and no applied field. The uncalibrated external signal is calibrated by demodulation of the internal and external signals. A white noise floor of 5 pT.Hz −1/2 is shown for reference. The inset shows a 40 Hz region around the Larmor frequency. adjustment of the background static field using the B 0 coils. A calibrated modulation at the Larmor frequency applied using the internal coil is detected and demodulated to measure the on-resonance signal response R(f L ) (V/T), and the off-resonance response is scaled by the zero-saturation resonance shape
to account for the bandwidth limit set by the atomic resonance width, assuming small (γB RF << Γ) detected fields. Figure 4 shows the measured spectra around a Larmor frequency of 20.5 kHz. These data were acquired with a 1 s sample time and 2 MHz sample rate. Spectral response to a 500 pT internal calibration field, a 50 mV external coil field and measured noise floor are shown, and the data is demodulated to determine the amplitude of received signals. Measurements of this type are used to calibrate the received power of the external coil signal. The ratio of observed demodulated amplitudes of the internal and external coil signals, along with the known internal coil calibration allows the external coil amplitude to be estimated. This procedure can be performed rapidly and is used prior to each data transmission measurement. This and the following data was taken using the portable sensor and B 0 coils at a quiet rural location, located 1.9 km from the closest main road and 7.7 km from the closest overhead transmission line. The observed on-resonance noise floor in Figure 4 is close to the 5 pT.Hz −1/2 white noise floor shown for reference, and is expected to be limited by environmental pickup and white noise sources such as photon shot noise and atomic spin projection noise.
To establish the expected limits of this sensor performance, polarimeter signal noise spectra were measured under varying operating conditions. Figure 5 shows the measured polarimeter spectra, scaled by the calibrated RF field response, for on-resonant light, off-resonant light, electronic noise, and the projected photon shot noise contribution. Variation between the on-resonant and off-resonant polarimeter noise spectra show spurious sources of magnetic pickup, including ambient RF pickup around the Larmor frequency (in this case 200 kHz), the heater current carrier at 300 kHz and spurious heater amplifier noise around 37 kHz and harmonics. However, the increased white noise observed for off-resonant light indicates that the main contribution to the white noise floor is optical, as this is reduced for higher optical absorption on-resonance. This finding is supported by the measurement of electronic noise, which is significantly exceeded by estimated photon shot noise, calculated by
where G is the detector transfer function (V/A), e the electron charge, S λ the spectral sensitivity of the photodiode (A/W) and P Opt the total detected optical power.
DIGITAL DATA DECODING
The wide tuning range afforded by this RF sensor opens up the possibility of digital data transmission and resonant detection by encoding keyed data in the external RF field. Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and frequency-shift keying (FSK) were used to encode alternating data bits onto a carrier frequency f c close to the sensor's Larmor frequency. In BPSK encoding, symbols are represented by carrier phase shifts of ±π rad, while FSK encodes symbols as binary shifts in frequency ±∆f c . Signal recovery and decoding was demonstrated for RF data transmitted from the external coil at varying carrier frequencies 200 kHz -200 Hz for digital symbol rates f s ranging between 100 bit/s -1 kbit/s. For the FSK data presented here the FSK shift was equal to the observed resonance width ∆f c = Γ.
The digitally-keyed modulated RF signal was transmitted to the portable sensor using a 30 cm diameter 15 turn coil (the external coil in Figure 1 ) driven by an arbitrary function generator (Keysight 33600A). At each carrier frequency the sensor static field was tuned to set the Larmor frequency to the RF carrier frequency, the sensor response to the internal modulation coil calibrated, and the demodulated amplitudes of the calibrated internal signal and received (external) carrier signal used to measure the received carrier amplitude. The received carrier power was calculated using
where a is the transverse area of the probed atomic sample, estimated using the dimensions of the microfabricated alkali cell and the collimated laser beam, and B c is the detected RF carrier signal amplitude. The received signal is sampled at 2 MHz and decoded. For BPSK the raw data is demodulated at the carrier frequency, then the signal phase demodulated at the symbol rate f s . For FSK keying the raw data is coherently demodulated at both f c + ∆fs 2 and f c − ∆fs 2 , and the resulting differential amplitude demodulated at f s . In both cases the symbol phase is recovered and the data low-pass filtered and down-sampled to f DS . Figure 6 shows downsampled data for BPSK and FSK data received with a signal power of -60 dBm, carrier frequency of 5 kHz and data rate of 200 bit/s. The bit error rate (BER), defined as the ratio of erroneous bits N e to the total number of transmitted bits N , is determined at each transmission frequency and power by demodulation of N consecutive bits. In the presence of additive white Gaussian (AWG) noise, bit error probabilities for BPSK and coherent FSK demodulation can be estimated by where E b is the signal energy received per bit and N 0 is the AWG noise energy. Data reception and decoding was tested at f s = 1 kbit/s for both BPSK and FSK for a range of carrier frequencies 2-200 kHz and the bit error rate measured (Figure 7) . In order to reduce the carrier frequency further and access the ultra-low and super-low frequency regimes, the data rate was then reduced to 100 bit/s and bit error rate measured for carrier frequencies of 0.2-2 kHz (Figure 8 ).
In order to quantify the utility of lower carrier frequencies for data transmission in attenuating media, the data shown in Figures 7 -8 can be used to calculate the attenuation length of a 10 W carrier transmitter in seawater. The attenuation constant of seawater has been reported in [2] , and can be approximated, for water temperature of 17 • C, below 100 MHz by √ f c /32.5 dB/m, where f c is the carrier frequency in Hz. Figure 9 shows the measured BER data rescaled to the calculated distance at which a 10 W transmitted carrier would be reduced to the detected carrier power in the absence of dispersion and other path losses.
DISCUSSION
The results presented demonstrate the performance of this compact portable sensor. The approximate noise floor of 5 pT.Hz −1/2 does not yet exceed conventional inductive sensors [21] . The feature observed in Figure  5 at the Larmor frequency demonstrates that there is significant resonant magnetic pickup in the absence of applied internal or external RF fields, which may be environmental noise or represent interference at the sensor due to other parts of the measurement system, such as the data acquisition unit or external function generator. The sensor's electronic noise floor is exceeded by the observed photonic noise floor (approximately 2 pT.Hz −1/2 ). The reported system differs from sensors such as those reported in [8] [9] [10] in our use of a VCSEL and microfabricated vapour cell. These design features, chosen to enhance the system's readiness for portable applications, are subsystems for further optimisation in order to reduce sensor noise towards these best-in-field examples.
Noise floor aside, the sensor's widely tunable resonant atomic response represents an advantage over inductive sensors. The resonance frequency may be modified quickly over a three-decade range without any hardware changes, and the resonant atomic response suppresses off-resonant interference prior to any additional filtering. These features would be suited to applications requir- ing frequency hopping or reception of low signal-to-noise data.
The sensor also benefits from an SI-traceable calibration of received RF power. Calibration of the reported data is statistically limited, but in applications in which absolute measurement of LF/VLF/ULF fields is required, the use of better timing sources and longer calibration measurement would result in calibration tolerances limited by known uncertainties for alkali groundstate gyromagnetic ratios in the linear Zeeman regime.
For carrier frequencies ranging from 200 Hz to 200 kHz, bit error rates were observed to fall below 10% for received carrier powers not exceeding -40 dBm (10 −7 W), and the expected roll-off of BER with carrier power was observed. However, the projected minimum BER in the presence of AWG noise at the sensor noise floor was not achieved over the full range of carrier and symbol rates. Significant variation in BER for both BPSK and FSK is observed at different carrier frequencies, without strong correlation to the relative change in frequency. This may be indicative of the dominant interference being non-white or non-Gaussian, for example, harmonic background interference. The consistent excess BER observed for data transmitted with a symbol rate of 1 kbit/s ( Figure 7 ) reflects the clipping of the modulation signal spectrum at 1 kbit/s by the sensor bandwidth, given by the atomic relaxation rate Γ. Nevertheless the authors thought that inclusion of kbit/s data transfer results was useful to the reader.
CONCLUSIONS
We report measured RF signal reception and decoding for a portable resonant atomic sensor in the LF, VLF, ULF and SLF communication bands. The sensor's response to RF signals is calibrated with respect to the measured saturation of 133 Cs ground-state Zeeman transitions and a noise floor of 5 pT.Hz −1/2 observed in non-laboratory field trials. Reception of BPSK and FSK keyed data over carrier frequencies in the range 200 Hz to 200 kHz is demonstrated and received bit error rates measured for carrier powers ranging between −40 and −100 dBm. Comparison with theoretically allowed bit error rates is made and attenuation ranges for sub-sea communications estimated.
